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QUESTION 1

Scenario: An administrator needs to change the pool master to prepare for maintenance activities during the evening.
High availability is currently enabled. 

Using the XenCenter Console, what must the administrator do to change the pool master? 

A. Disable high availability. 

B. Configure workload balancing. 

C. Enable virtual machine protection policy. 

D. Enter maintenance mode on the pool master. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: In preparation for adding a new iSCSI SAN to the environment, an administrator needs to separate the
storage traffic from the XenServer management traffic. The host is connected to the iSCSI SAN on the 192.168.30.0/24
subnet using NIC 3. 

What must the administrator create to separate the storage network traffic? 

A. A bonded network 

B. An external network 

C. A management interface 

D. A single-server private network 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: An administrator needs to add memory modules to all hosts in a pool. The pool consists of three XenServer
hosts with high availability enabled. High availability is able to tolerate one host failure. 

Which action must the administrator take to ensure that another host will be assigned as pool master before the current
pool master memory is upgraded? 

A. Disable multipathing. 

B. Put the XenServer host into maintenance mode. 

C. Run the xe host-emergency-ha-disable command. 

D. Run the xe pool-emergency-transition-to-master command. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: A virtual machine that uses Provisioning services is accidentally deleted by an administrator. The
administrator creates a new virtual machine from the same template that was used to create the virtual machine
deleted. However, the virtual machine is NOT able to start up from the vDisk. 

What must the administrator do to resolve the issue? 

A. Assign the correct vDisk to the target device. 

B. Reconfigure the target device MAC address. 

C. Configure the target device to start up from vDisk. 

D. Create a target device for the new virtual machine. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator needs to throttle traffic from the virtual print server because it has been impacting all virtual machines
on the network. 

On which object should the QoS policy be configured? 

A. VM 

B. Global 

C. Server 

D. Network 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Scenario: An administrator receives a change request to enable high availability in a resource pool consisting of six
XenServer hosts. When the administrator is executing the change request, an error message indicates there is an issue
with enabling high availability. 

What could be causing this issue? 

A. NTP is NOT specified. 

B. Hosts have different CPUs. 

C. Active Directory authentication is NOT configured. 
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D. The storage repository disk space for heart-beat is insufficient. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Scenario: An administrator needs to create a single resource pool containing six XenServer hosts. All hosts have the
same CPU manufacturer, but different CPU model. 

Which two host parameters need to be the same across all hosts to create a heterogeneous resource pool? (Choose
two.) 

A. Time zone 

B. Usable memory 

C. Installed hotfixes 

D. XenServer version 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: An administrator is troubleshooting a Provisioning services environment. After the administrator configured a
new version of the vDisk for 10 identical target devices all running on the same XenServer host, the administrator
discovers that only the first target device started with the new vDisk configured. The other nine target devices failed to
startup. 

What is one of the steps the administrator should take to resolve this issue? 

A. Configure the PXE Service. 

B. Configure the bootstrap file. 

C. Restart the Stream Service. 

D. Change the vDisk access mode. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator should enable high availability on a XenServer pool when . (Choose the correct option to complete the
sentence.) 

A. additional backup of virtual machines is needed 

B. workload balancing between servers in a pool is needed 

C. application(s)/server(s) are accessed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
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D. virtual machines hosted on a pool need access to iSCSI shared storage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Scenario: After a host failure, an administrator rebuilt the host and restored the XenServer pool database. However, all
virtual machines are registered as suspended. 

Which command can the administrator use to correct the situation? 

A. xe vm-reboot vm=vm_name 

B. xe vm-shutdown vm=vm_name 

C. xe vm-unpause vm=vm_name --multiple 

D. xe vm-reset-powerstate vm=vm_name -force 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which Access Control List should the administrator choose to disable port 80 access to network interfaces on a virtual
machine? 

A. VM 

B. VIF 

C. Network 

D. Resource Pool 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Scenario: An administrator is planning to introduce 100 new virtual machines into the environment. The administrator
plans to use XenServer templates and duplication mechanisms. 

What must the administrator consider when deciding between the full copy and fast clone duplication mechanisms? 

A. A template needs to be copied before it can be fast cloned. 

B. A virtual machine that is duplicated using the full copy method may impact disk performance. 

C. A virtual machine that is duplicated using the fast cloned method may impact disk performance. 

D. A template created on local storage can be duplicated by using the full copy method by any host in the pool. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Scenario: An administrator manages six XenServer hosts in a resource pool in which high availability is enabled. The
administrator is notified that host fencing occurred. 

Which two reasons could be causing the issue? (Choose two.) 

A. CPU utilization reached 90%. 

B. The resource pool is overcommitted. 

C. The shared storage repository was disconnected. 

D. There was a XenServer management network outage. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

An administrator needs to perform maintenance on a XenServer host that is the pool master and that has high
availability enabled. 

Which two commands would the administrator have to use to prepare the XenServer host for maintenance? (Choose
two.) 

A. host-disable 

B. host-evacuate 

C. host-shutdown-agent 

D. host-management-disable 

E. host-emergency-ha-disable 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

Scenario: An administrator has to configure a small scale, isolated Provisioning services test environment. The
administrator has placed a non-Microsoft DHCP server on the same server as Provisioning services, which is running
the PXE Service. 

Which DHCP option must the administrator configure to enable PXE functionality? 

A. 60 

B. 64 
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C. 66 

D. 67 

Correct Answer: A 
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